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T
he Knives Forks and Spoons Press is an energetic and adventurous outfit. Ken Edwards’s
Bardo is a striking example of their output. It’s a rewrite of the Tibetan Book of the Dead,
suitably updated, and now set in Hastings. The original was a devotional text to help the

dead resist reincarnation. Edwards’s version is full of ghosts, edges, instability. It is also crammed
with wit, contemporary detail and vertiginous shifts in scale: “Light had travelled for 10 to 15
billion years from the early universe. There was then mayhem for about five minutes, after which
most of the cut flowers, pies and cakes had gone.” Part of the material for the book seems to come
from Edwards moving house, and this is made to chime with the spirits of the recently dead
hovering between worlds. The text is full of change. Light from over the sea, the shifting colours
and patterns of the sea itself, light bending through rooms and memories: all is transient. At a key
point one character observes, “It’s about making sense of it, making a story before it’s too late.
But... it’s always too late.” Bardo manages to be luminous, funny and philosophical all at the same
time.

Ken Edwards’s own press, Reality Street – which was formed from two other presses founded
by Edwards and Wendy Mulford in the 1970s – will celebrate its 20th anniversary next year. It has
published key works by Tony Baker, Kelvin Corcoran, Allen Fisher, Fanny Howe, Tony Lopez,
Denise Riley, Peter Riley, Lisa Robertson and Maurice Scully, alongside work by Ken Edwards himself
and many other independent spirits. The press has also published several distinctive works of prose,
including books by John Hall, Paul Griffiths, David Miller, John de Wit and Doug Oliver. The
latter’s Whisper ‘Louise’ is ambitious, moving and experimental: an exemplification of the Reality
Street project. Another important aspect of the press has been its two anthologies. The influential
out of everywhere, edited by Maggie O’Sullivan, samples the work of thirty women poets working
adventurously with language. The second eye-opening anthology was The Reality Street Book of
Sonnets, edited by Jeff Hilson. The Alchemist’s Mind, an anthology of poets writing narrative
prose, edited by David Miller, is due out in November.

Carol Watts’s Occasionals is a kind of Shepherd’s Calendar, registering four seasons. Sixty-
eight poems of twenty eight lines each are grouped as: autumncuts, wintercuts, springcuts and
summercuts. Each poem is dated to a specific day. The linguistic environment of the day is
sampled, collaged, reflected upon. Thoughts are interrupted by overheard phrases and new
thoughts. Natural processes, anticipations, flits of panic, unexpected full stops: the poems surf the
bitty experience of thinking, and thinking about thinking, and wondering how much of this can
be gathered, harnessed, or simply enjoyed, attended to. I was reminded of Charles Olson’s famous
dictum: “One perception must immediately and directly lead to a further perception.” As in
Bardo, new data and reflections keep flooding in and the writing moves on, attending where it
can, but developing its own musics and momentum: “Leaving notes to himself, a mark of later /
incorporation, and you. Need not be too bashful, / speak your mind, or name. Something gives
you the / right to speak, what. Can feel like a blaze, half-lit. / Moon brighter, the smoke of the sky.
halo. He said...”
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Maggie O’Sullivan’s Waterfalls comes from the very edge of speech, sound and song in ways
which seem both modern and archaic. We are made unusually aware of the physicality of words,
both in terms of their disposition on the page (the typography is far from conventional), and in
terms of their mouthed sounds, the physical means of production. If you get the chance to hear
O’Sullivan read you should take it – and these days it just takes a couple of clicks to find her
recordings on the internet. There is a startling sense of language being drawn from near its
origins, fetched from far margins. The extremes are not merely linguistic. There are suggestions of
chant, of dislocated ritual, of voices reaching the limits of conscious thought. There are voices
dying too, especially in passages gesturing back to the famine in Ireland: “low ground long black
crepe rolled in the mouth’s threshing / gleam and misty blood dripping so many red threads / the
maps are become / ... round round as an O’s hoop scouring vowels – ...” Maggie O’Sullivan’s
parents were from the west of Ireland and this book is dedicated to the memory of her father. We
are a long way from the trim, conventional comforts of much mainstream poetry here. The pages
echo ancient cries and bring together wild and unkempt musics.

All the work reviewed here has learned from various versions of Modernism how to
incorporate the complexities of contemporary experience. This holds true of Anne Carson’s  new
translation of Antigone too. Consider the very first lines: “[Enter Antigone and Ismene] Antigone:
We begin in the dark and birth is the death of us   Ismene: Who said that   Antigone: Hegel
Ismene: Sounds more like Beckett”.

You may sometimes be startled to see your own fingers moving behind the translucent pages
which punctuate this handsome, eerie book. The text is presented as Carson’s own handwriting,
in capitals. The illustrations veer off from the text at tangents, and include modern electrical
appliances. Much of the text is raw, like bleeding chunks of language. Carson lost a brother in
painful circumstances (her earlier work Nox is a bold and unconventional tribute to him), and her
empathy with the plight of Antigone is palpable. The savagery of Sophocles’ drama spits off the
page: “seven spears in his mouth instead of teeth”. The impact is exceptional, long-lasting,
genuinely dramatic. Perhaps we should end with the final advice of the Chorus: “Last word
wisdom better get some even too late.”

Peter Hughes’s Selected Poems will be published by Shearsman in 2013, together with a volume of responses to his
work, edited by Ian Brinton.
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